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Abstract— DRAM refresh power, which is con-

sumed solely to preserve data, is rapidly increasing as

capacity increases. A study predicts that the power

will account for up to 35% of total DRAM power

in the high capacity DRAM device. While various

schemes were proposed to reduce the refresh power,

those could not be adopted to commercial products

due to cost overhead and design complexity issues. In

this paper, we propose a simple refresh power sav-

ing scheme called TWW. We implement it with a

much smaller amount of register size than previous

works without modification on OS and DRAM con-

troller. It eliminates unnecessary refresh operation of

pre-activated rows in a specific timing window with

optimum register size. We can save the refresh power

up to 16% with only 6.2 KB registers in a DRAM de-

vice. This paper explains the implementation of the

proposed scheme and shows the power saving effec-

tiveness with gem5 full system simulator.

I. Introduction

The computing system of the Von Neumann architec-
ture consists primarily of central processing unit(CPU)
and main memory. The CPU has been developed to pro-
cess complicated tasks more efficiently in terms of perfor-
mance and energy. Multi-core processor is one of the pow-
erful solutions for the high performance computing sys-
tems. With more than four or eight cores, the CPU han-
dles several applications at the same time. However, the
powerful parallel processor requires a very large amount
of main memory.
Dynamic random access memory(DRAM) is the most

popular main memory in modern computers due to its
low cost and short latency characteristics. However, a
DRAM cell should be recharged periodically and it con-
sumes considerable power. The power is more significant
in high capacity DRAM devices since all DRAM cells in a
device should be recharged at least once in a fixed period.
According to the recent study, DRAM sub-system in a
server consumes up to 40% of total server power[1]. Fur-

thermore, as the DRAM process scales down and the ca-
pacity increases, the refresh power portion increases con-
tinuously. A recent study addressed that refresh power
accounts for up to 35% of total DRAM power in the high
capacity DRAMs[2].
In many studies, various efforts to reduce the DRAM

refresh power have been introduced such as selec-
tive refresh, retention aware and refresh scheduling
schemes[3][4][5][2][6][7]. However, the schemes require
a lot of cost overhead for the registers to store refresh
related information such as row tags. Moreover, some
schemes must modify the DRAM controller and the oper-
ating system(OS). Although the refresh related techniques
were quite efficient in terms of power, they could not be
applied to the products due to the design complexity.
This paper proposes a simple refresh power reduction

scheme which is highly compatible with the modern com-
puters. The proposed scheme can reduce the refresh
power up to 16% with only 6.2 KB registers in a DRAM
chip. Furthermore, the scheme only modifies the DRAM
device instead of the DRAM controller or OS, and can
be applied to the modern DRAM controller which adopts
cas before ras(CBR) refresh policy.

II. Related works

Previous refresh power reduction techniques can be
classified into two categories. The first is the selective
refresh scheme and the second is leveraging a wide range
of cell rentiontion time with OS management. The se-
lective refresh scheme includes selective refresh architec-
ture(SRA), Smart Refresh and ESKIMO[3][4][5]. The key
idea of the works is that the DRAM controller has a tag
table for all row addresses and prevents pre-activated or
unnecessary row from refresh. While the idea is very sim-
ple, it suffers from very large cost overhead due to big
register size which account for dozens KB. Moreover, the
schemes should use ras only refresh(ROR) option which
is not adopted in modern DRAM controllers. The ROR
option is not adopted to the modern synchronous DRAMs
since it complicate the DRAM controller and increase the
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TABLE I
Comparison of Various Refresh Power Reduction Schemes

Category Scheme
Modifications

Device Controller O/S

Row selective

SRA[3] O O X

Smart Ref.[4] O O X

ESKIMO[5] O O O

Retention aware

RAIDR[2] X O X

VRA[3] O O X

Flikker[6] X O O

RAPID[7] X X O

interface power between the controller and the devices.
The second category is systematic approach[3][6][7].

The main idea of the schemes is to adjust refresh period
of each row based upon its retention characteristics with
OS management. While these techniques are very power
efficient, the storage for keeping retention time increases
design complexity as well as the cost. Table 1 shows the
brief comparison among the various schemes.

III. Motivation

In modern computing systems adopting multi-core ar-
chitectures, several independent processes are running si-
multaneously, and they compete each other to access the
main memory. As a consequence, the memory access pat-
tern shows weak temporal locality. More precisely, the
memory access pattern randomly encompasses wide ad-
dress space. Under the circumstances, if the timing dis-
tance between an activation and a refresh for a row is
very short, the refresh operation is able to be skipped. If
the row addresses are distributed widely, the possibility
that the timing distance is shortening increases. These
mechanisms give us the chance to reduce refresh power.

IV. Details of Timing Window Wiper

A. The Rationale of the Proposed Technique Stems from
the Window Wiper

Window wipers in a car sweep rain periodically and
consistently. The wipers operate more effectively when it
rains a lot. Understanding the operation of the wipers,
we devise a new refresh power reduction technique called
timing window wiper(TWW). It captures the row and
bank addresses of active commands within a timing win-
dow and eliminates the refresh operation of the captured
rows within the pre-defined timing window.

B. Overview

In DRAM operation, there are two types of activations.
One is typical activation which is issued with a bank ad-
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Fig. 1. Concept diagram of TWW. The window moves to next
timing period whenever a refresh command is issued. The row
address belonging to the timing window does not need to be
refreshed at the next refresh time after the activation.

dress and a row address for normal read and write oper-
ation. The other is refresh activation to restore DRAM
cells,, which is triggered by a refresh command. If the
timing distance between the activation and the refresh of
a row is shorter than retention time, the later refresh op-
eration can be skipped since the DRAM cells on the row
are restored automatically in the previous typical activa-
tion. Fig. 1 depicts the concept diagram of TWW. A
typical industrial DRAM device has 64 ms refresh period
time at room temperature. It means all cells of a DRAM
device should be refreshed in 64 ms with 8192(8K) refresh
commands.1 While row and bank addresses of a typical
activation are issued from a DRAM controller, those of
a refresh activation are generated from a refresh counter
in a DRAM device. The arrow and triangle in the Fig.
1 indicate an active and a refresh command respectively.
In addition, the numbers below triangle and above arrow
indicate the row addresses. As we mentioned in section
3, TWW operates based on a sliding window wiper which
periodically captures typical activations. In the Fig 1, the
rectangles indicate the moving timing windows, and the
window size is set beforehand. For instance, the size in
Fig.1 is 4 ms which is same to 512 refresh command but
the size can be variable according to the design concept
and retention ability of DRAM cells.2 The window moves
toward next refresh range whenever a refresh command
is issued. When a typical activation which has a row ad-
dress belonging to the timing window is issued the row
and bank addresses are stored into a register. And at the
next refresh operation of the stored row address, TWW
masks the refresh operation of the stored row and bank
address. For example, when the window range is set from

1In this paper, we assume that 8192(8K) refresh commands are
issued in 64 ms retention time like typical DDR3 DRAM devices.

2In this paper, the window size is expressed as time or refresh
counts.
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0 to 512 and the #511 row address is activated in the
window range the address is stored in the register. When
the refresh time of the #511 is coming, TWW masks the
#511 to be activated and thus refresh power is saved.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of TWW scheme.

The algorithm executes whenever the active or refresh
command is issued. It stores the issued row addresses,
which are included in the window range, into a regis-
ter table whenever an active command is issued. Fig.
2 shows the table structure called row address register
table(RART) and the details of RART is explained in
subsection D. If the row address of a typical activation is
already stored in RART, RART updates only bank ad-
dress bit. In contrast, if there is no matching address, it
selects a new entry, sets the valid bit to 1 and finally stores
the row and bank address. When a refresh command is
issued, the table finds an entry corresponding to the row
address generated from refresh counter. And it prevents
the refresh operation of the banks matched to the bank
address bits of the row address.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of TWW scheme
INPUT : CMD, BA, RA
// Issued command, bank address and row address

1: WS ← 4096 // Window size (for 32 ms)
2: RC ← 0 // Refresh address generated by the counter
3: EntryPt ← 0 // Entry pointer of the register table
4: while CMD do
5: if (CMD = ”ACT”) then
6: // When active command is issued
7: if (RA > RC and RA ≤ RC + WS) then
8: // If the RA is belonging to the window range
9: EntryPt ← SearchRA(RA)
10: if (EntryPt.ValidBit = 1) then
11: UpdateBA(EntryPt, BA)
12: else
13: EntryPt ← LowestVacantEntry()
14: StoreRA(EntryPt, BA)
15: UpdateBA(EntryPt, BA)
16: EntryPt.ValidBit = 1
17: end if
18: end if
19: else if CMD = ”REF”) then
20: // When refresh command is issued
21: EntryPt ← SearchRA(RA)
22: // Find the RA corresponding to the RC
23: if (EntryPt �= NONE) then
24: MaskedBank ← GenerateMaskSignal(EntryPt)
25: ClearEntry(EntryPt)
26: RC++
27: end if
28: end if
29: end while

C. TWW Architecture

Fig. 3 shows the overall architecture of TWW in a
DRAM device. When a refresh command is issued, the
command decoder generates REF signal for the refresh
operation and the auto refresh counter generates a re-
fresh address with the REF signal. The window range
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Fig. 2. Structure of RART(for a 512 MB DRAM device). The
RART consists of one row and one bank address bit table, which
are matched each other.
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Fig. 3. Overall architecture of TWW. RART stores the row
addresses not to be refreshed and it is most important for low cost
overhead.

definer sets an address range with the start address and
the end address which are calculated with start address
and window size.
When an active command is issued with a bank and row

address, the ACT signal is generated from the command
decoder and goes to the refresh mask decision circuit. If
the row address is within the window range, the refresh
mask decision circuit stores the bank and row address into
RART.
The last step of TWW is to generate the masking sig-

nals to prevent unnecessary refresh. If a refresh command
is issued from the DRAM controller, the RART searches
the stored row address which is same to the refresh ad-
dress. If there is a matching row address in the table,
the RART generates masking signals corresponding to the
stored bank address bits.
RART directly affects on the cost overhead. In addi-

tion, whenever an active or a refresh command is issued,
the table should be touched. Therefore, it is very im-
portant to make the table compact and power efficient.
In the next subsection, we optimize the RART on circuit
level and introduce its operation.

D. Implementation of RART

The RART consists of two parts(Fig. 2). One is for
storing the row addresses and the other is for the bank
addresses. An entry of RART has a valid bit, row address
bits and bank information bits. The number of rows in
a bank, which must be refreshed in a refresh command,
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Fig. 4. Register size comparison of the previous and proposed
schemes. The 32, 16 and 8 ms indicates windows sizes of the
TWW.

is only 1 for 512 MB devices. However, it increases to 2,
4 and 8 for 1 GB, 2 GB and 4 GB respectively. There-
fore, the bank address bits should be increased to 16, 32
and 64 bits for each 1 GB, 2 GB and 4 GB device. The
total register size can be calculated by (1 + the number
of row address bits + the number of banks * the number
of refreshed rows per bank) * N, where N is the num-
ber of entries. The N is ideally same to the number of
the refreshed row addresses within the window size. For
example, if the window size is 8 ms, the 1K refresh com-
mands are asserted, and thus N is 1K. However, based
on the above calculation the register size increases up to
40.5 KB with 32 ms window size and 4 GB density. In
the calculation, we assume that all register entries are
fully utilized, however we experimentally explore the nec-
essary size in section 5 and find that only 40% of the size
is enough to maximize the TWW performance. With the
considerations, we compare the register sizes of proposed
and other schemes. Fig. 4 shows the register size should
be installed on each scheme. For 4 GB DRAM devices,
our proposed scheme needs only 13% of smart refresh reg-
ister size and 25% of SRA.
Fig. 5 depicts a part of the register table circuit which

operates in fully associative manner. The word line(WL)
signal gates the register cell and an WL is correspond-
ing to an entry. In search mode, the RART enables all
WLs to compare the input row address with the stored
row address. Otherwise, in store mode it stores the re-
ceived row address into a register entry, and only a single
WL is enabled. The control logic circuit for the row ad-
dress register which is indicated as gray box in Fig. 5.
It is composed of a clocked inverter, an XOR gate and a
NOR gate(Fig. 6(a)). In search mode the output of the
clocked inverter is floated and RAx (row address) and Reg-
ister Out signals are compared to define in which entry
has the same row address with the received RA. Other-
wise, in store mode input RA signals are transmitted to
the registers and the output signal of the control logic
WL x RA HIT is always maintained to low.
The bank register table uses the Exist x signal instead
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Fig. 5. A partial circuit diagram of the RART.
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Fig. 6. Control logic circuits for row and bank addresses included
in RART.

of theWL. This is because the bank address register entry
is only activated when the entry corresponding to the acti-
vated row entry is activated. The control logic of the bank
address register is similar to the one of row one(Fig 6(b)).
When updates the bank addresses, the only register cell
corresponding to the activated bank address is updated to
1. Otherwise, in masking mode the Register Out signals
are transmitted to the Mask BAx signals.

V. Experiment Results

A. Experiment Environment

We implement a simulation platform based on gem5
by plugging DRAMSim2 in it.[8][9]. The configurations
of the default system and DRAM is shown in table 2.
We experiment with PARSEC benchmark applications
which are designed to be representative of next-generation
shared-memory programs for chip-multiprocessors[10].

B. Sensitive Study on Register Size

In section 4, we calculated the size of RART in the
worst case assumed that the all entries of RART are uti-
lized. However, the accessed rows of real system are not
matched to the window range perfectly, and thus it gives
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TABLE II
System Configurations for Experiments

CPU Type/Frequency Alpha/2 GHz

DRAM Type/Capacity/Frequency DDR3/1 GB/667 MHz

Number of Banks/Ranks/Rows/Columns 8/1/16384/8102

Data Width 64 bits

Pre-charge Policy Close Page

Refresh Interval(tREF) 64 ms
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Fig. 7. Average refresh power saving with increasing RART size.
Even though the ideal RART size is defined with DRAM capacity
and window size, effective size is can be experimentally inferred.

us possibility to reduce the RART size. We experimen-
tally explore the necessary RART size of practical system
with PARSEC benchmark. Fig. 7 shows the average re-
fresh power saving effect with increasing RART size for
various window sizes. It depicts that the refresh power
is saturated at any point and only 40% of RART size is
enough to operate TWW even in the worst case. Based on
the results, we perform the rest of the experiments with
the 40% reduction on the size of the RART.

C. Refresh Power Reduction with Various Window Sizes
and Configurations

In order to evaluate the power saving under the var-
ious configurations, we simulate TWW for multi-core,
multi-threading and multi-programming configurations.
Under the situations of multi-core and multi-threading,
more active commands are issued in a timing period,
and the probability that the active row addresses are
stored in the RART also increases. Furthermore, the
multi-programming needs wider physical address range
than that of a single one. This wide DRAM access also
increases the probability that the issued active row ad-
dresses are within the window range.

Fig. 8 depicts the refresh power reduction according
to various configurations. It shows that as the number
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Fig. 8. Refresh power reduction under various system
configurations and application environments. When the window
size increases refresh power saving is improved.

of cores and threads increases TWW reduces the refresh
power more effectively. It is due to the incoming active
row addresses are more widely distributed under multi
threaded environment. These results imply that TWW
can further improve the refresh power of the future com-
puting system that will handle big data.

The other important factor in the performance of
TWW is the window size. If the window size is enlarged,
more row addresses are captured by TWW and the refresh
power is also improved. Fig. 8 shows the results of the
refresh power saving in accordance with the window size
changes of various applications. The experiment results
depicts that the average 16% refresh power is reduced with
32 ms of window size under 8 cores, 16 threads and 16
programs. Especially, in the case of canneal application,
the refresh power reduction reaches to 52%. However,
even though the expansion of the window size is helpful
for TWW, it necessarily increases the retention time of
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Fig. 9. Cumulative probability curve of data retention failures for
three technology generations (100, 60, and 50 nm) of 1 Gb DRAM
chips. The inset shows the probability distribution of incremental
failures against increased pause time after data writing[11].

DRAM. In order to manage the risk, we propose a simple
method using e-fuse in section 6.

VI. Risk Management

Our scheme necessarily increases the DRAM retention
time 64 ms plus window size. This is a potential risk
which is able to fail the DRAM operation. In order to
manage the risk, we proposed a simple method using a
small amount of e-fuse. Even though DRAM vendors usu-
ally screen the DRAM cells with a retention time of 64
ms, most of the cells can endure over 64 ms. This means
that even if we increase the refresh time over 64 ms, the
amount of failed cells can be very small. From the recent
research results(Fig. 9), we analyzed the number of cells
which has retention time under 100 ms, and found only
dozens of bits for a 1 GB device[11]. These risky bits
can be detected during the cell test process and those are
stored in the risky row address table of refresh controller
using e-fuse. Therefore, whenever the masking signal is
arrived to the refresh controller, it defines whether the row
address of the masking signal exists on the table. If there
is a matched row address, the masking signal is ignored
and the refresh operation is running normally.

VII. Conclusion

With deep explorations on various previous refresh
power reduction schemes, we introduce a simple scheme
which is highly compatible with current DRAM sub-
system. We could reduce the average refresh power up
to 16% with multi-threading and multi-programming ap-
plications. In addition, for specific application the im-
provement increases to 52%. Most importantly, it could
be achieved with only logic additions on DRAM device
without modifications on a DRAM controller or OS.
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